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Abstract 

This paper seeks to establish the relationship between Iceland’s current 

account and changing dependency rates between 1945 and 2015, with regard 

to the predictions of Modigliani and Brumberg’s life-cycle hypothesis. The 

period in question is split into smaller segments, with the splits being made 

with respect to different degrees of trade and capital restrictions during 

Iceland’s turbulent economic history. The relationship between youth and 

elderly dependency rates and the current account is then estimated through 

both simple correlation calculations, and least-squares regression analysis. 

The results reveal the relationship to be weak, but negative, and thus in line 

with the life-cycle hypothesis. However, the dynamics of Iceland’s current 

account balance appear to dominated by movements in the real exchange rate. 
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1 Introduction 

Iceland is a country that has run a rather persistent current account deficit, the deficit 

averaging to -3.30% of gross domestic product (GDP) between 1945 and 2015. However, 

since the aftermaths of the 2008 financial crisis, Iceland began to exhibit a more or less 

generous surplus in 20091. Countries such as Greece and the United States have also run 

persistent current account deficits in the past, while China and Germany are on the other 

side of the spectrum, exhibiting persistent surpluses over extended periods. Such patterns 

often raise concerns over a country’s external sustainability, whereas capital flows play a 

major role in most modern economies, with persistent deficits often being viewed as a 

sign of economic mismanagement (Brissimis, Hondroyiannis, Papazoglou, Tsaveas, & 

Vasardani, 2010). 

It is possible to define the current account from the national accounting identity 

simply as the difference between national savings and domestic investment. Countries 

which save more than they invest thus exhibit a surplus as they export their excess 

savings; the inverse is then true for those that run a deficit, as domestic investment 

exceeds national savings (Williamson S. D., 2014). This approach emphasises the 

importance of factors that influence investment decisions as well as individual 

consumption (or savings) behaviour, in explaining a country’s current account position.  

The fast ageing of advanced economies and the expected ageing of other 

currently less developed countries has increased the interest in the macroeconomic 

effects of ageing in recent years. Two prevailing hypotheses are concerned with 

consumption behaviour over the life span of consumers: the life-cycle hypothesis by 

Modigliani and Brumberg (1954), and Friedman’s permanent income hypothesis (1957). 

Both predict a similar pattern of consumption smoothing, with consumers seeking to 

maintain a constant level of consumption over their lifetime. The former theory predicts 

that younger households borrow against their future income, and that middle-aged 

households pay their accumulated debts and save for retirement, while retired households 

dissave to maintain former levels of consumption. The aggregate implications of this 

hypothesis thus imply that as nations age national savings increase and eventually 

decrease as a growing share of the population retires.  

                                                
1 The development of Iceland’s current account from 1945-2015 can be seen in Figure A.1 in the Appendix. 
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It is clear from historical data that Iceland has experienced great changes in the 

age structure of its population. Before the start of Iceland’s urbanisation in the late 1880s, 

the country was frequently described as both indigent and underdeveloped, with a 

population of just under sixty thousand individuals, with the average age of 27 (Hall, 

Jónsson, & Agnarsson, 2002). Just short of a century later, at the end of World War II, 

the population had more than doubled, and the average age increased by almost two 

years (or 9.4%). Seventy years later, in 2015, the population had tripled, totalling in 

around 330.000 individuals with the average age of 37, a 24.3% increase in the average 

age of the population since 1945 (Statistics Iceland, n.d.-a). Bearing this in mind, this 

paper takes a look at the implications of Modigliani’s and Brumberg’s life-cycle 

hypothesis on the current account, and seeks to establish the relationship between 

Iceland’s youth and elderly dependency rates and its current account, for the period 

between 1945 and 2015, through regression analysis. 

The link between decreasing fertility rates and increased longevity, and economic 

and social development is well established and widely accepted within the social 

sciences. The development poses major social and economic ramifications, as increased 

dependency rates lead to fiscal pressures on both private and public support systems, 

such as pension fund schemes and social security (United Nations, 2013). Consequently, 

macroeconomic effects of demographic change have been the subject of many studies, 

with the focus often being on the effects that they might have on both aggregate savings 

and the current account; both of which have been studied through the implications of the 

life-cycle hypothesis.  

Coale and Hoover (1958) laid the groundwork, putting forth their youth 

dependency hypothesis, arguing that higher dependency ratios will be reflected in lower 

saving ratios, thus establishing the basis for further studies of said relationship. Leff 

(1969) presents evidence in support of their hypothesis; using a cross section of 74 

countries, finding a significant negative relationship between dependency rates and 

savings. His results also suggesting a stronger relationship being present in 

underdeveloped countries2. Several papers have since examined the relationship between 

                                                
2 Fry and Mason (1982), Graham (1986), Bloom, Canning and B. Graham (2003), and Li, Zhang and Zhang (2006) are 

among the many studies which have found evidence in support of the life-cycle hypothesis and of Leff’s findings, 
concluding that the relationship between dependency rates and saving rates is negative. Nevertheless, some 
researchers have emphasized that because saving and investment tend to move together, even in an open economy, it 
cannot efficiently be determined whether the estimated demographic effects are reflected through national savings or 
investments (see e.g. Feldstein & Horioka, 1980). 
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dependency rates and the current account. Taylor and Williamson (1994) explain capital 

flows from Britain to the New World in the 19th century with differences in dependency 

rates. Higgins (1998) conducts a similar study, using a thirty year panel data for over 100 

countries, controlling for trade openness. He finds a negative relationship between an 

increase in population dependency rates and both national savings and the current 

account, as well as a positive relationship for an increase in the share of the working-age 

population. Using a panel of 84 countries, Herbertsson and Zoega (1999) detect a 

relationship between the current account and a nation’s age structure. Thereafter, Chinn 

and Prasad (2000) find higher relative dependency ratios to be linked to smaller surpluses 

or larger deficits by exploring the medium-term determinants of the current account, for 

both developing and industrial countries. Their results indicating a different magnitude in 

the effects of increased youth and elderly dependency on the current account balance 

between the two groups of countries. More recently, Kim and Lee (2007) find that the 

dependency ratio has a significant negative effect on the current account of ten East 

Asian countries between 1981 and 2003, using a VAR model, concluding that this effect 

is not just present within wealthier nations. Furthermore, Gudmundsson and Zoega 

(2014) adjust the current accounts of 57 countries between 2005 and 2009 for differences 

in age structure, and find that it accounts for a significant amount of the variation in the 

data.  

Although the studies listed above vary greatly in terms of sample coverage and 

econometric approach, they all conclude that higher dependency rates tend to have a 

negative impact on the current account balance. This study intends to examine whether 

the same relationship is present within the Icelandic current account between 1945 and 

2015; however, this study does not particularly follow the method or the model of 

research of the papers discussed above, as they are based on panel datasets or cross-

country data. The relationship between the Icelandic current account and the age 

structure is found to be negative, but weak – using the least-squares method (OLS) – 

especially when looking at the period as a whole. However, the relationship is found to 

be slightly more significant when different periods of Iceland’s economic history are 

studied separately. Even so, Iceland’s turbulent history of restrictive trade barriers and 

capital restrictions is thought to have a significant impact, with the real exchange rate 

playing a more dominant role in the current account dynamics than the nation’s age 

structure.   
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2 The Life-cycle Hypothesis and the Current Account 

The life-cycle hypothesis first came to light in two consecutive papers after Modigliani 

and Brumberg, the first in 1954 and the second in 1980. In essence, both papers hold the 

same theory; namely, that households make decisions regarding consumption and 

savings to achieve the preferred distribution of consumption over their life cycle, subject 

to the constraints imposed by the resources the household accumulates over its lifetime. 

In the latter paper, Modigliani and Brumberg establish a time series aggregate 

consumption function, linking aggregate consumption to aggregate income, income 

expectations, and assets; the function’s coefficients being affected by age structure, 

among other things. In practice, the function is similar to the consumption function found 

in Friedman’s 1957 permanent income hypothesis (Deaton, 2005). This functional 

approach was later developed upon by Modigliani and Ando (1963). 

In the original model, Modigliani and Brumberg (1980) assume that the 

consumer's utility is a function of his current and future aggregate consumption. The 

consumer then maximises his utility subject to his resources, them being the sum of his 

current and discounted future income, and the consumer’s net worth. Two important 

assumptions are made about the utility function; the former is homogeneity with respect 

to consumption at different points in time, and the latter that the consumer does not 

expect to receive nor leave any inheritance. It is possible to relax this latter assumption, 

either by assuming that utility also depends on and is a homogeneous function of planned 

inheritance, or by assuming that the inheritance is an increasing function of the 

consumer’s resources, and relative to the average level of resources in his age group 

(Modigliani & Ando, 1963). These two prior assumptions can be shown to imply that in 

a given year the total consumption of an individual of a certain age will be proportional 

to the present value of his total accumulated income over the remainder of his life:  

!"# = Ω"#&"# 1  

 

Here, and in subsequent equations, the subscript t represents a given year, while the 

superscript T represents the present age of the consumer. Now, !"# is the total 

consumption of the consumer, Ω"# a proportionality factor which depends on the form of 

the utility function, the age of the consumer, and the rate of return on assets; finally, &"# is 

total resources. The present value of total resources is expressed as a sum of the present 
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value of non-property income that the consumer expects to earn, and his net worth from 

the previous period ((")*# ):  

&"# = (")*
# + 	-"# +

-"
.#/

1 + 0" /)#

1

/2#3*

2  

 

Here 5 is the earning span, 0" the rate of return on assets, -"# the current non-property 

income, and -".#/ the expected non-property income of an individual of age T in year 6 

of his lifespan. To simplify, average annual expected income is defined as: 

-"
.# =

1
5 − 8

-"
.#/

1 + 0" /)#

1

/2#3*

3  

 

After rewriting equation (1), by employing equations (2) and (3), and aggregating within 

each age group as well as over age groups, the following function is acquired: 

:" = ;*
<=" + ;>

< ="
. + ;?

< @")* 4  

 

With :", =", =". and @")* representing the aggregates of !"#, -"#, -".#and (")*#  respectively, 

and ;C<, D = 1, 2, 3, being their respective coefficients. Equation (4) thus represents the 

basic time series consumption function as established by Modigliani and Brumberg 

(1980).  

In the 1950s, when Modigliani and Brumberg first proposed this hypothesis, its 

predictions could not be tested because long-run historical or comparative cross-country 

data was lacking, their predictions were thus, at best, highly speculative (Deaton, 2005). 

So, as to obtain a priori estimates, they added three more assumptions about the form of 

the utility function. The first supposition was that the consumer plans to distribute the 

consumption of his total income evenly over his lifetime. The second was that every age 

group within an earning span has the same average income at every point in time, and, 

that in a given year, all age groups in the earning span expect the same average income in 

a future period. Finally, the last supposition was that the rate of return on assets is and is 

expected to be constant (Modigliani & Ando, 1963). These assumptions can be 

considered to be rather simplifying, but under them the parameters in equation (4) are 
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consistent in time, assuming that aggregate real income follows an exponential growth. If 

so, the parameters in equation (4) solely depend on the growth of income, which is the 

sum of population growth and productivity growth, and rate of return on assets. While 

this original theory may include some simplifying assumptions they are all well justified 

and can be relaxed without significantly affecting the main conclusion; that households’ 

main motivation for saving is their preference to smooth consumption over their lifetime, 

with regard to their expected lifetime income. It thus suggests that households’ savings 

rates should rise during the working years and decline upon retirement. Younger cohorts 

may also rely on savings for consumption, so a humped-shaped pattern should emerge 

over the life cycle, with saving reaching its peak during the working years.  

Since the initial publication of the hypothesis, many have brought forth 

extensions of the model, in an effort to make it more realistic, incorporating uncertainty, 

precautionary saving, liquidity constraints, accidental bequest, and hyperbolic 

discounting3 (Bosworth, Bryant, & Burtless, 2004). Nonetheless, most theoretical 

treatments suggest that the same humped-shaped pattern in savings remains valid, 

although the size of the life-cycle effect may differ, with microeconomic studies showing 

a smaller variation in saving rates compared to macroeconomic studies (Bosworth et al., 

2004). The reason often being regarded as the failure of microeconomic studies to 

include, or inaccurately measure, workers’ pensions and/or social security payments (See 

e.g. Jappelli & Modigliani, 2006). Other measurement issues arise as well, as a result of 

the particularly skewed distribution of wealth among households, resulting in a poor 

representation of high-saving households in microeconomic surveys. However, using 

macroeconomic data may not be without faults, as an argument can be made that in order 

to effectively estimate the parameters underlying consumption behaviour, one has to rely 

on individual or household data4 (Bosworth et al., 2004). Nevertheless, when predicting 

the effects of demographical shifts on savings, in essence, the only interest is in the 

impact that the changes have on aggregate savings, not individual, even though the 

aggregate economy does indeed stems from individual behaviour. 

                                                
3 Hyperbolic discounting stems from the field of behavioural economics and is used to formalise human 

procrastination. Individuals who use “hyperbolic discounting” do not necessarily rank their consumption at different 
periods in life independently of their current position. Instead their view of each period depends on their current 
position. In other words, they place a greater discount on tomorrow relative to today, however, discounting more 
rationally looking further into the future (Deaton, 2005). 

4 See Bosworth, Bryant & Burtless (2004) for a more detailed discussion on more recent life-cycle models and their 
implications.  
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By referring to the national accounting identity, it is possible to define aggregate 

savings as the difference between gross national income and both private and public 

consumption, or simply as the current account plus investment5. Savings and investments 

in the economy are therefore linked through the accounting identity, with the current 

account representing the surplus of domestic savings over investment. The life-cycle 

hypothesis thus predicts, together with the national accounting identity, that aggregate 

savings depend on the population’s age structure. Other things being equal, countries 

which are populated by predominantly young or old individuals should exhibit a current 

account deficit, while those that have a relatively larger working-age population should 

have a current account surplus.  

Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that demographic structure also 

affects investment demand. A nation that is aging is exposed to a decrease in savings as 

households increasingly resort to savings for consumption, and through increased public 

spending, e.g., on public pension and social security. The country in question will 

simultaneously face a decline in labour growth, which will lower its potential growth 

rate, which in turn reduces investment demand (Bosworth et al., 2004). Consequently, as 

J. Williamson (1993) pointed out, whether an economy is facing a binding constraint on 

capital flow matters in this regard. In a closed economy savings and investments have to 

move together, as countries largely at work cannot export their excess savings, resulting 

in a reduction in the rate of return on capital. In an open economy however, this 

necessary reduction in the rate of return can be offset, at least in part, by net capital 

outflows and a current account surplus, as the link between domestic investments and 

national savings is weakened. This is especially important to bear in mind when studying 

the dynamics of the Icelandic current account, as both trade and capital restrictions have 

been in place during most of the country’s economic history, although it can be 

considered to be a mostly open economy today. 

  

                                                
5 The national accounting identity goes as follows: Y = C + G + I + X - M 
 From that we can define aggregate saving as: S = Y - C - G = I + X - M + PI = I + CA 
 where PI is primary income.  
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3 Data 

The data used to study the link between demographical changes and the Icelandic current 

account came from two sources: Statistics Iceland and the Central Bank of Iceland. The 

models proposed in this study include up to five explanatory variables: the current 

account, youth and elderly dependency rates, the real exchange rate (both in level and 

first-difference) and economic growth. Gross national savings is also used for 

comparison, but not in the regression analysis. All series range from 1945 to 2015, 

except for gross national savings, which is only available from 1980. In addition, every 

series used in the regression is regarded to be stationary, according to augmented Dickey-

Fuller testing, based on the Akaike information criterion6. 

 

3.1 The current account 

The current account series used in this study is the so called underlying current account, 

which excludes the effects of fallen financial corporations in liquidation between the 

years 2008 and 2015, and the effects of Actavis Group on primary income between 2009 

and 2012. Moreover, the current account has been corrected with regard to Financial 

Intermediation Services Indirectly Measured (FISIM) of the fallen financial corporations. 

Following Modigliani and Ando (1963), the current account is expressed as a 

share of GDP. The current account is provided by the Central Bank while the GDP series 

used is from The historical dataset of Statistics Iceland. The historical dataset includes 

series where an attempt has been made to combine historical economic series and make 

them continuous. The current account series should not suffer from any methodologically 

related breaks due to this conversion. However, whereas the guidelines of the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) on how to record the balance of payments have been 

changed several times over the years, there may be breaks in the series directly linked to 

those adjustments. From 1945-1989 the Central Bank of Iceland complied with the 

BPM4 standard, ensuing with the BPM5 standard in the years from 1990-1994, and with 

BPM6 since 1995. Each update was, and is, meant to take into account how international 

                                                
6 Results of ADF-tests can be found in Table A.1 in the appendix. 
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transactions and the manner in which they are conducted have changed over time7 

(International Monetary Fund, 2005). 

 

3.2 Demographics  

The demographic data consists of information on the age distribution of Iceland’s total 

population from 1945 to 2015, as provided by the Statistics Iceland. From 1703 to 1960 

the information was gathered through censuses, but since then it has been estimated 

based on data from Register Iceland (the national register). Both methods present 

possible inaccuracies, but the censuses being considerably less reliable according to 

Statistics Iceland. However, the national register is not devoid of errors of measurements, 

which are estimated to be around ±0.03% of the measured total population each year 

(Statistics Iceland, n.d.-b). 

For the purpose of this paper, both dependency rates and the population age 

structure needed to be obtained. These were therefore calculated from the available data 

on total population. The age structure consists of 21 different age groups, with each 

group representing the share of the population belonging to that group at each point in 

time. In addition, both youth and elderly dependency rates were calculated. The presence 

of demographical shifts can be derived from either changes in the nation’s age structure, 

or the dependency rates during the period in question. Figure 1 shows how both youth 

and elderly dependency has changed over time. It is of no surprise that as the baby-boom 

generation of the 50s and early 60s retires, the population ages rapidly; this being quite 

clear from the graph. Youth dependency is also seen to have diminished dramatically, 

while the elderly are steadily becoming a greater burden on the working population. 

                                                
7 The IMF first published a Balance of Payments Manual in 1948, as to provide instructions on the recording of cross-

border transactions and positions. The BPM4 standard was released in 1977, in a world full of restrictions and 
financial controls. The liberation of financial markets and innovation in the creation of financial instruments called 
for a new method, the BPM5 released in 1993 (International Monetary Fund, 2005). Similarly, BPM6 was released in 
2009 to tackle problems arising from globalisation, currency unions, composite company structures, and further 
innovation regarding financial instruments (International Monetary Fund, 2009).  
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Figure 1: The development of Icelandic dependency rates between 1945 and 2015 
Youth dependency is defined as the ratio of children aged between 0 and 15 years of age, and the number of 
individuals belonging to the working population, aged between 16 and 74. Similarly, elderly dependency is the ratio of 
individuals 75 years and older, and the working population (Source: Statistics Iceland). 

 

The population age structure8 tells very much the same story as the one depicted by the 

dependency rates in Figure 1; fertility rates have been diminishing since 1963 resulting in 

a decreasing ratio of young individuals. This, combined with longer life expectancy, 

results in an aging nation. 

 

3.3 The real exchange rate 

The real exchange rate series is based on relative consumer prices. It is the result of the 

Central Bank’s attempt to combine data from Hagskinna – a book published by Statistics 

Iceland containing data on Icelandic society as far back as sources allow – and present 

day data collected by the Central Bank itself. Because of frequent devaluations of the 

Icelandic króna before 1993, and periods of extreme inflation, there are dissimilarly sized 

breaks in the series, some of which can be overlooked and others that need to be taken 

into account.  

In this series the real exchange rate is defined as:  E = F

.F∗
 

where e is the nominal exchange rate, P is Iceland’s price index, and P* a narrowly 

defined trade-weighted price index, computed for Iceland’s main trading partners 

(Central Bank of Iceland, n.d.). 

 
                                                
8 Figure A.2, depicting the population age structure for four selected years, can be found in the appendix. 
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3.4 Economic growth and gross national savings 

The series on economic growth and gross national savings are provided by Statistics 

Iceland. The series on gross national savings is computed using the underlying current 

account, where the effects of fallen financial corporations and those of Actavis Group on 

the primary income balance have been taken into account (Statistics Iceland, n.d.-c).  

As a member of the European Economic Area (EEA), Iceland follows the EU 

Council Regulation No 2223/96 on the European system of national and regional 

accounts in the Community, which stipulates coordination among EU and EEA nations 

regarding their national accounts. Iceland thus adopted the ESA2010 standard in 2014, 

and updated most series retroactively in accordance with this new standard. However, the 

recalculation was only executed back to 1997, causing a methodological break in both 

the growth and savings series between 1996 and 1997.  
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4 Method 

The goal of this study is to analyse the relationship between the age structure of the 

Icelandic nation and its current account balance. To do this, two methods are employed, 

first, simple correlation is calculated, and second, regression analysis is applied and the 

relationship estimated using the least-squares method. 

 

4.1 Simple correlation 

Following both Herbertsson and Zoega (1999) and Gudmundsson and Zoega (2014), the 

simple correlation between the share of the population belonging to 21 different age 

groups and the current account as a proportion of GDP is calculated. The results are 

illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: Simple correlation between the age structure and the current account: 1945-2015 
(Source: Central Bank of Iceland, 2018) 

 

According to the life-cycle hypothesis, the correlation should be positive for the working 

age and negative for both younger cohorts and those retired. The results depicted in 

Figure 2 do not comply with the theory in this regard. Although the correlation is 

positive for ages 60 to 74 it is negative for most of the working population, while being 

positive for the youngest age groups. Over all, the correlation between the current 

account and the age structure is rather weak during the period. 

This somewhat abnormal pattern gives rise to the idea that Iceland’s turbulent 

economic history, and its prolonged periods of restrictive capital controls and trade 

restrictions, might be distorting the relationship between the age structure and the current 
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account. Iceland’s past barriers to trade may skew the results through the constraints they 

imposed on consumption, and, subsequently, the relationship between savings and the 

current account. Thus, the life-cycle hypothesis might hold during certain timespans of 

Iceland’s economic history within the period of 1945 to 2015, even though it does not 

appear to hold for the period as a whole.  

Iceland has in fact experienced three different periods of various barriers to trade 

since 1945 with the first dating back to 1931, when capital controls were implemented as 

a consequence of the Great Depression. Import restrictions meant to provide further 

protection for the foreign reserves of the Central Bank were also imposed in 1931. While 

the capital controls lasted for more than 60 years, the import restrictions were mostly 

lifted in 1960 along with a 57% devaluation of the króna, in a governmental effort to try 

to balance out the real exchange rate, which was considered abnormally high as a 

consequence of World War II9 (Snævarr, 2005, pp. 31-35). 

Exchange rate targeting was in fact very explicit in Iceland, especially between 

1970 and 1990. As there was a strong correlation between the performance of the fishing 

industry and the country’s economic growth at the time, which should come as no 

surprise since, according to Statistics Iceland, the industry constituted of around 70-85% 

of export earnings. Profit targeting – the so called zero profit rule – was thus used to 

stabilise the revenues of the industry, which consequently stabilised the Icelandic 

economy. If the fishing industry was running on losses, the nominal exchange rate was 

devalued to bring profits to zero; when, on the other hand, gains were being made, the 

real exchange rate was allowed to rise to bring profits back down. In the years between 

1970 to 1993 the króna was devalued 25 times, ultimately leading to hyperinflation 

(Jónsson, 2001). Whereas nominal interest rates were fixed by law in 1933, real interest 

rates became negative as a consequence of the hyperinflation, diminishing individual 

incentive to save. 

The last devaluation of the króna was performed in 1993 in preparation of 

Iceland’s entry into the EEA, and the termination of the 63-year long period of strict 

capital controls, which were lifted in full in 1995, to comply with the four freedoms of 

the European single market. The fixing of nominal interest rates was also fully lifted in 

1987 (Jónsson, Jóhannesson, & Ármann, 2012). However, this newly found financial 

                                                
9 The devaluation was 30-57%, depending on the spread to which the devaluation is compared  

(Central Bank of Iceland, 2012).  
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freedom did not last long as Iceland once again implemented capital controls in 2008, 

following the global financial crisis. They were lifted in part in 2017, and the Central 

Bank plans to lift them in full, sooner rather than later (Central Bank of Iceland, 2018). 

Bearing Iceland’s economic history in mind, the correlation between the 

population shares belonging to certain age groups and the current account is calculated, 

now dividing the initial period into three shorter time spans, depending on the restrictions 

in place. The first period, ranging from 1945 to 1959, was a period of both capital 

controls and import restrictions. The second period from 1960 to 1994, constituted only 

of strict capital controls. The third period, ranging from 1995 to 2015, included both an 

era of free trade and free financial markets, and the resumption of capital controls in 

2008. The latter two periods, the second one at least in part, were also free from nominal 

interest rate fixing. The period from 2009 to 2015 is not looked at separately because 

during such a short timespan there cannot be any significant changes in dependency 

rates.  

The original life-cycle hypothesis deals with savings, and so the correlation 

between gross national savings as a share of GDP and the population age shares are also 

calculated to establish whether the theory might hold in that regard. As before, the 

correlation is calculated for different periods of Iceland’s openness to trade, but as data 

on gross national savings is only available from 1980 the correlation is calculated for 

only two periods, the split being made in 1994. To effectively compare the results with 

those obtained for the current account, the correlation between the age structure and the 

current account is also calculated for the years ranging from 1980 to 1994. 

 

4.2 Regression analysis 

Iceland is a small, open, and fairly specialised economy, so there are many factors which 

can affect the development of the current account. As previously mentioned, other factors 

may play such a significant role in the dynamics, and consequently distorting the 

relationship between the account and the age structure proposed by the life-cycle 

hypothesis. To address this issue, the relationship is also studied through regression 

analysis, based on the least-squares method, following e.g. Modigliani and Ando (1963), 

and Leff (1969).  
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The analysis involved running two separate regressions, denoted as Model A and 

B below. Model A includes just two demographic variables and goes as follows: 

:@" = HI + H*=J" + H>EJ" + K"	 LMNOP	@  

Here :@" is the current account expressed as a share of GDP, =J" is the youth 

dependency rate, EJ" the elderly dependency rate, and K" a random error term. Model B 

is an expansion of Model A, where three endogenous variables are added to see if they 

result in a better fitting model: 

:@" = HI + H*=J" + H>EJ" + H?E" + HQ	RE" + HST + K"	 (LMNOP	V) 

 

Again, :@" is the current account expressed as a share of GDP, =J" is the youth 

dependency rate, EJ" the elderly dependency rate. Economic growth,	T", is added, along 

with the level of the real exchange rate, E", and RE", its first-difference. Lastly,	K" is a 

random error term. 

When estimating the impact of the age structure on the current account, it is 

important to consider that the impact is not directly implied by the age distribution, as 

growth in one age group implies a decrease in another; the movement of the whole 

distribution thus has to incorporated. Here, this is done by adding the dependency rates 

as explanatory variables to the model10. Doing so also helps to avoid multicollinearity in 

the regression, as elements of the age distribution are highly correlated. The dependency 

rates are calculated based on Statistics Iceland’s definition of the working age population 

as those aged between 16 and 74 years old (European Commision, 2014). The ratios are 

therefore computed as follows:  

=J	(%) =
5YZ[O0	M\	!ℎDPN0O^	(TON	0 − 15
5YZ[O0	M\	aOMaPO	(TON	16 − 74

7  

 

EJ(%) =
5YZ[O0	M\	aOMaPO	(TON	75	M0	MPNO0
5YZ[O0	M\	aOMaPO	(TON	16 − 74

8  

 

The ratio of working-age population is not included as an explanatory variable, again to 

avoid multicollinearity. 
                                                
10 The use of a unique dependency ratio, which then includes both youth and elderly population, is also possible. 
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In their 1954 and 1980 papers, which include the original life-cycle hypothesis, 

Modigliani and Brumberg suggested that the proportion of income that is saved is 

independent of per-capita income. According to their hypothesis, long-run increases in 

economic growth are a probable explanation for increased savings, through a higher 

expected lifetime income for younger cohorts. For that reason, economic growth is 

included in the model. As the current account is expressed as a share of GDP, 

simultaneous equation bias should not arise after the inclusion of income growth; neither 

should multicollinearity. Although the likes of Leff (1969) have found growth per capita 

to be more significant in similar models, it was not the case in this study.  

The real exchange rate affects the current account mainly through the price of 

imports and exports, a higher rate of which results in a lower current account balance by 

increasing imports while simultaneously decreasing exports, and vice versa. The real 

exchange rate can therefore advance short-term stabilisation when the external balance is 

in deficit or surplus (Mundell, 1961). For that reason, the level of the real exchange rate 

is included as an explanatory variable in the regression. However, in small, open, and 

specialised economies – such as Iceland’s – positive export shocks can lead to trade 

deficits, if they are expected to be transitory. This is especially true when countries rely 

on a short-term stabilising monetary policy (Jónsson, 2001). An appreciation can, if 

consumers expect a future depreciation to follow, create an incentive for the purchase of 

imports while they are temporarily relatively low in price, thus, having a negative impact 

on the current account. To incorporate this effect into the model, the first-difference of 

the real exchange rate is used as a proxy for its expected change, as suggested by Jónsson 

(2001).  

When estimating the model for the years between 1945and 201511 there is reason 

to suspect the presence of structural breaks, which, if present, can cause the results of the 

regression to be unreliable at best12. As with the calculations of the simple correlation 

between the age structure and the current account, different degrees of Iceland’s 

openness to trade may be the cause of such breaks, but other economic events can also be 

found to have the same effect. Chow tests were used to determine whether structural 

breaks were present in the model at certain points in time, assumed to be known a priori 

                                                
11 The OLS estimation results for the period as a whole can be found in Table A.2 in the Appendix. Only the real 

exchange rate variables are statistically significant in the extended model (B), and no significance is found to be 
present in Model A. However, according to F-testing it is not possible to conclude that the variables, included in 
either model, are jointly significant.  

12 See e.g. Verbeek (2012). 
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based on the economic history of Iceland (Chow, 1960). The events, or specific periods 

in time, that were tested range from great devaluations of the króna, to financial 

recessions, and the removal (or implementation) of any trade barriers.  

Repeated tests found the presence of at least three statistically significant 

structural breaks. The first break can be found in 1960, following the aforementioned 

devaluation of the króna, and the lifting of stringent import restrictions. The second break 

is in 1973, but during the 1970s inflation soared with inflation rates reaching as high as 

30-50%, which can be traced back to the collapse of the Bretton-Woods system, and the 

tripling of oil prices during the oil crisis of 1973-1974 (Snævarr, 2005, pp. 64-71). The 

combined effect of these events had a crippling effect on Iceland’s terms of trade. The 

last break is found to be in 1995, following Iceland’s entry into the European Economic 

Area, and the joint lifting of capital controls. Because of these breaks the period from 

1945 to 2015 is divided into four sections, and the two models estimated for each one 

separately13.  

Moreover, each model is estimated using HAC standard errors (Bartlett Kernel), 

as to make the standard errors of the estimation robust to autocorrelation and 

heteroscedasticity. VIF (Variance Inflation Factor) was used to test for the plausible 

presence of multicollinearity in the regressions performed, with the tests providing 

significant reason to believe that no multicollinearity was present in any of the models.  

   

                                                
13 The four sections thus being: 1945-1959, 1960-1973, 1974-1994, and 1995-2015. 
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5 Results 

5.1 Simple correlation 

Correlation between the age structure and the current account was computed for three 

separate periods. The results are plotted in Figures 3 to 5 below. All three periods exhibit 

a somewhat humped-shaped curve, as predicted by the life-cycle hypothesis. However, 

only the one from 1960 to 1994 showed a positive, but weak, correlation for most of the 

working-age population, while the other two periods (1945-1959 and 1995-2015) 

exhibited a strong positive correlation solely for the older half of the working population. 

The correlation was generally found to be positive for retirees, as well as for the youngest 

cohorts, between new-borns and four-year-olds, although it varied in size. It then 

becomes negative for children between the ages of five and fourteen. However, the 

period from 1945 to 1959 is effected by the baby boom as well as the positive effects that 

the American defence force had on the current account deficit. Resulting in the strong 

positive relationship between the current account and children up to the age of fourteen. 

These results might be related to the differences in openness of trade between the 

periods. As stated before, the economy was relatively closed during the first period, with 

both strict import restrictions and capital controls in place, as well as fixed interest rates. 

Savings and investment move more closely together in a closed economy, while in an 

open economy– as is the case for the last period (1995-2015) – the relationship between 

savings and investment weakens, as an open economy is able to use the current account 

as a buffer to increased youth or elderly dependency. Furthermore, fixing of interest rates 

generated excess demand for loanable funds, as the fixed rates were generally below the 

optimal market level, reducing the incentive to save. The negative real interest rates that 

emerged during the 1970s, as a consequence of high inflation, and the fixing of the 

nominal interest rates also caused the transfer of assets from older and relatively less 

indebted households to younger and more heavily indebted individuals (Jónsson et al., 

2012).  

Comparison between the correlation of the age structure to the current account on 

one hand, and between the age structure and gross national savings on the other, is shown 

in Figures 6 and 7 for two separate periods. During the second period, from 1995 to 

2015, the correlation for both variables is shown to be positively related although, the 

correlation varies a lot between age groups and hardly displays any humped-shape. From 
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1980 to 1994 however, the two correlations appear to mirror each other. While the 

current account exhibits the expected humped-shape, savings are positively correlated for 

younger cohorts, and rather negatively for the younger half of the working-population 

(ages 20 to 49). During the latter period, gross national savings and the current account 

are positively correlated, as would be expected with regard to classical theory. However, 

during the former period, they are negatively correlated.  

This negative correlation can possibly be traced back to the dominating effects 

that shocks in the fishing industry had on the Icelandic economy at the time. As 

mentioned above, there was a strong correlation between the performance of the industry 

and that of the economy as a whole, making exchange rate targeting very explicit through 

the aforementioned zero profit rule. The rule was used to stabilise the industry, and thus 

the economy as well. In addition, the frequent devaluations and the soaring inflation that 

followed, combined with strict capital controls, put inflictive restrictions on households’ 

budget constraints, as loans were hard to come by (Jónsson et al., 2012). The correlation 

between gross national savings and the current account becomes positive, as is expected, 

in the latter period, from 1995 to 2015. At the start of the 90s, the economy enters a 

period of major reforms, with privatisation of financial institutions, the lifting of capital 

controls, and the country’s entry into the European Economic Area (Jónsson et al., 2012). 

The dominating effects of the fishing industry and the financial restrictions thus no 

longer dominating the relationship between the current account and savings.  
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Figure 3: Simple correlation between the age structure and the current account: 1945-1959  
(Source: Central Bank of Iceland, 2018) 

 

Figure 4: Simple correlation between the age structure and the current account: 1960-1994 
(Source: Central Bank of Iceland, 2018) 

 

Figure 5: Simple correlation between the age structure and the current account: 1995-2015 
(Source: Central Bank of Iceland, 2018) 
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Figure 6: Simple correlation between the age structure and the current account, and between the 

age structure and gross national savings: 1980-1994 
(Source: Statistics Iceland & Central Bank of Iceland, 2018) 

 

 
Figure 7: Simple correlation between the age structure and the current account, and between the 

age structure and gross national savings: 1995-2015 
(Source: Statistics Iceland & Central Bank of Iceland, 2018) 
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5.2 Regression analysis 

Regression analysis, using the ordinary least-squares method, was conducted with the 

current account as the dependent variable. Two different models, Model A and B, were 

estimated for four separate periods in Iceland’s economic history, due to structural 

breaks, as explained above. Coefficients and t-ratios from the regressions can be found in 

Table 1, along with F-statistics and adjusted coefficients of determination (or more 

generally the adjusted R-squared) for each model. The constant is however, not included 

in Table 1 as it was not found to be statistically significant in either model, it will 

therefore not be discussed in more detail. 

First, Model A, containing only the two dependency rates as explanatory 

variables, was estimated for each of the four period. The results can be found in columns 

A of Table 1. Only the first period (1945-1959) is found to include a variable that has a 

statistically significant effect on the current account. Interestingly, youth dependency has 

a positive and significant effect on the current account, where a one percent point 

increase in the dependency rate decreases the current account deficit by 0.413 percentage 

points (or increases the surplus), all else held constant. Furthermore, according to the F-

test, the point estimates in this period are the only ones that can be declared as jointly 

significant for Models A. The adjusted R-squared, being 0.266, is also remarkably higher 

than in the other three periods. In fact, the second and fourth periods have a negative 

adjusted R-squared, indicating that the model does not fit the data for said periods. While 

the third period has an adjusted R-squared of 0.154, neither point estimate is found to be 

statistically significant. 

Second, Model B is estimated, where three explanatory variables are added to 

Model A to see if they result in a better fitting model, the variables are the real exchange 

rate, both in level and first-difference, and economic growth. The results of the 

estimations can be found in columns B in Table 1. In this model, the estimated 

coefficients for all five variables do not vary greatly between periods, but are however, 

generally not statistically significant. 

Point estimates for youth dependency are negative and similar in size in all 

regressions, except for the first period. They are, however, only statistically significant in 

the first and third period. During the third period, a one percentage point increase in the 

youth dependency results in a 1.37 percent point increase in the current account deficit 
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(or similarly, a decrease in the surplus), all else held constant. For the first period 

however, a one percentage point increase in the youth dependency decreases the current 

account deficit (or increases the surplus) by 0.6 percent points. This positive relationship 

is surprising and not in accordance with the hypothesis, but can be traced back to the 

aftermaths of World War II. After the war, Iceland’s foreign reserves rounded to about 

45% of GDP (Snævarr, 2005, pp. 56), however swiftly depleted through governmental 

financing of necessary capital (re)investments in various industries. As a consequence, 

the current account deficit increased to roughly 10% of GDP, eventually leading to a 

shortage of foreign reserves. Governmental rations of foreign currency, various import 

restrictions, and most importantly, the effects of the American defence force, and the 

Marshall Plan eventually decreased Iceland’s current account deficit (Snævarr, 2005, pp. 

62-63). This same period sees the start of the baby boom, increasing the youth 

dependency rate, as can be seen in Figure 1. The combined effects of the decreasing 

deficit and the baby boom can thus explain the positive point estimate.  

The estimated coefficients for elderly dependency in Models B are negative for 

all periods, but vary somewhat in size and only significantly different from zero in the 

second period, that is between 1960 and 1973. There, a one percentage point increase in 

the elderly dependency results in a 16.63 percent point increase in the current account 

deficit (or decrease of the surplus), all else held constant. Thus, estimated coefficients for 

both dependency rates are in general in accordance with the life-cycle hypothesis, their 

statistical significance is, however, rather weak.  

Moreover, the relationship between the level of the real exchange rate and the 

current account is negative for all periods, and statistically significant in all but the third 

period. For the first period (1945 to 1959), a one point increase in the real exchange rate 

index results in a 0.119 percentage point increase in the current account deficit (or 

decrease in the surplus), all else held constant. In the second period, the same change in 

the real exchange rate results in a 0.202 percent point increase in the deficit. In the fourth 

period it results in a 0.802 percent point increase in the deficit.  

The point estimate for the expected change in real exchange rate, represented by 

its first-difference, is generally positive, but only statistically significant in the second 

and fourth period. For the second period, a one point increase in the expected change of 

the real exchange rate results in a 0.09 percent point decrease in the current account 

deficit (or increase in the surplus), all else held constant. In the fourth period the same 
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change leads to a 0.781 percentage point decrease in the deficit. These estimated 

coefficients are in accordance with the suggestions of Jónsson (2001), with an expected 

depreciation having a negative effect on the current account. 

Economic growth is negatively related with the current account for the first two 

periods, although not statistically significant. It is, however, positive and significantly 

different from zero for the latter two periods. In the third period, a one percent point 

increase in economic growth decreases the current account deficit by 0.56 points, all else 

held constant. The same increase results in a 0.695 percent point decrease in the deficit in 

the fourth period.  

For Models B, it is possible to conclude from the F-statistics that the variables 

included are jointly significant, based on a 5% significance level (; = 0.05). Moreover, 

all adjusted R-squared measurements increased compared to Models A, indicating that 

the model gives a better fit to the data, and that the variables help to better explain 

variations in the current account. The adjusted R-squared is lowest for the second period 

(about 17.7%), and highest for the fourth period (about 59%), but all adjusted 

coefficients of determination can be considered reasonably high. 
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Table 1: OLS estimation results – Dependent variable: current account/GDP 

 
1945-1959 1960-1973 1974-1994 1995-2015 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 (A) (B) (A) (B) (A) (B) (A) (B) 
Explanatory 
variables  Coef.   Coef.   Coef.   Coef.   Coef.   Coef.   Coef.   Coef.   
Youth dependency 0.4133 ** 0.6004 *** 0.0312  -1.3992   -0.5457  -1.3674 ** -0.5064  -1.4504  
(t-ratio) (2.92)  (4.14)   (0.02)  (-1.33)   (-0.85)  (-2.19)   (-0.15)  (-0.84)  
Elderly dependency 3.8562  -4.7929   -2.2311  -16.6299 * -2.6249  -13.0334   -2.9103  -11.1656  
  (0.72)  (-0.75)   (-0.19)  (-1.89)   (-0.26)  (-1.46)   (-0.17)  (-1.44)  
Real exchange rate    -0.1187 *    -0.2020 ***    -0.0874     -0.8023 *** 

     (-2.29)      (-3.40)      (-0.69)     (-6.47)  
First-difference of 
real exchange rate 

   0.0370      0.0923 ***    -0.0167     0.7809 *** 

     
(0.92)      (3.81)      (-0.12)     (4.90)  

Economic growth    -0.0063      -0.0024      0.5554 **   0.6956 * 

     (-0.07)      (-0.01)      (2.23)     (1.98)  
Adjusted R-
squared  0.266   0.292   -0.116   0.177   0.154   0.228   -0.108   0.591   
F-statistic 4.394   5.681   1.035   9.400   2.168   3.357   0.015   17.810   

This table shows the coefficients for each explanatory variable, and their t-ratios in brackets below. Models denoted by A include only the dependency rates as 
explanatory variables. Models B include further two endogenous variables; the real exchange rate, and economic growth. * p<0.10, ** p<0.5, *** p<0.01 
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6 Discussion and Conclusion 

This study takes a look at the effects that changes in dependency rates have on the 

Icelandic current account balance. The effects were estimated by looking at the period 

from 1945 to 2015 with two different approaches; first, by simple correlation between the 

current account and the nation’s age structure, and second, by an ordinary least-squares 

regression analysis. Analysing the relationship for the period as a whole did not provide 

reliable results, regardless of the method used. The simple correlation was therefore 

examined for three different periods, with the splits representing different periods of 

Iceland’s openness to trade. Similar splits, referring to Iceland’s economic history, were 

made in the regression analysis, as several structural breaks were found to be present. 

The simple correlation calculations and the regression estimates lead to similar 

results, both in favour of the effects implied by the life-cycle hypothesis on the current 

account. The correlation is found to be humped-shaped and thus positive for some of the 

working population in all three periods, although its magnitude differs notably between 

periods. The variation is thought to be linked with the different terms of trade and capital 

restrictions during each period, causing savings and investment behaviour to become 

constrained in different ways. This is somewhat reinforced with the results gathered from 

the comparison of the correlation between the age structure and the current account on 

one hand, and the age structure and gross national savings on the other. The correlation 

calculations provided similar results to those of both Herbertsson and Zoega (1999), and 

Gudmundsson and Zoega (2014), which were performed using a panel of 84 and 57 

countries, respectively; although the results here are less robust. 

The seminal paper written by Leff in 1969, in which he establishes a negative 

relationship between dependency rates and national savings, presents evidence in support 

of Coale and Hoover’s (1958) dependency hypothesis. By employing similar regression 

methods, the same negative relationship is found to be present between Icelandic 

dependency rates and the current account. However, the relationship appears to be weak 

as neither youth nor elderly dependency is found to be statistically significant in all four 

periods; even so, all but one coefficient is estimated to be negative, in accordance with 

the findings of Higgins (1998), Kim and Lee (2007), and others. The estimated impact of 

increased dependency rates on the Icelandic current account is notably higher for the 

elderly compared to youth dependency, in line with the findings of Chinn and Prasad 
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(2000). Elderly dependency is, however, less statistically significant than youth 

dependency. 

The point estimates for the expected change in the real exchange rate are positive, 

and thus in accordance with the predictions of Jónsson (2001). The relationship between 

economic growth and the current account is however not as clear. Chinn and Prasad 

(2000) establish a strong and positive estimate for advanced countries, while Debelle and 

Farquee (1996) find rapid economic growth to be linked with higher rates of current 

account deficits. The former study provides evidence in support of the observation that 

advanced countries with high growth rates tend to be net providers of capital. Iceland 

has, however, not been a net exporter of capital; the positive relationship presented here 

can much rather be explained through the strong link between the performance of 

Icelandic exporting industries and its economic growth during most of the country’s 

economic history.  

The results of this study indicate a negative relationship between dependency 

rates and the current account balance, in line with the previous work of other researchers, 

and in support of the predictions of the life-cycle hypothesis. However, their statistical 

significance was rather weak. The real exchange rate in turn, appears to have a more 

dominating effect on the current account, with nominal exchange rate manipulations, and 

capital flows causing movements in the real exchange rate, with an appreciation causing 

a current account deficit through increased imports, and decreased exports. This dynamic 

is reflected in the negative point estimates of the real exchange rate in Models A in Table 

1. This same pattern can also be seen in Figure 8, where the current account as a share of 

GDP, and the inverse of the real exchange rate !
"  are plotted.  

 
Figure 8: The development of the real exchange rate and the current account as a share of GDP: 1945-2015 
(Source: The Central Bank of Iceland, 2018) 
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In general, the real exchange rate appears to be leading the changes in the current 

account. During the first 48 years of the period at hand, nominal exchange rate 

devaluations were used as a stabilising tool, causing inflation and lowered real interest 

rates, thus deteriorating the current account. After the financial liberalisation in the 

1990s, and under a floating exchange rate regime, high nominal interest rates, compared 

with the rest of the world, provided grounds for capital flow speculation and carry trade, 

which amounted to about 42% of GDP before the financial crisis in 2008. The inflow of 

funds caused an appreciation in the real exchange rate, resulting in a massive current 

account deficit (Jónsson & Sigurgeirsson, 2015). The correlation between the real 

exchange rate and the current account did in fact grow stronger up until the crisis. This 

correlation has, however, almost disappeared in recent years, most likely due to the 

combined effects of the special reserve requirement on capital inflow, enforced by the 

Central Bank to fend off possible carry traders, and the recent boom in tourism. 

These findings, although in line with previous work, are not without limitations. 

They indicate that openness to trade, as well as other factors severely impact the 

relationship between the current account and the age structure. Further research on the 

effects of demographic change on Iceland’s current account, controlling for e.g. trade 

openness or capital flow restrictions – similar to the work of Higgins (1998) – could 

provide a more meaningful insight into the true impact of increased dependency rates. 

The results presented here, indicate that Iceland’s past and persistent current account 

deficits can in some part, though very little, be explained with demographic variables, 

with factors such as the real exchange rate seeming to play a more dominant role in the 

current account dynamics. 
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Appendix 

Figure A. 1: Development of the Icelandic current account as a share of GDP: 1945-2015 

 

(Source: Central Bank of Iceland, 2018) 

 

Table A. 1: Stationarity of time series according to ADF testing 

Time series Type of stationarity P-value 
Youth dependency With constant and trend 0.0069 
Elderly dependency With constant and trend 0.0048 
Current account Without constant 0.0031 
Real exchange rate (level) Without constant 0.0820 
Real exchange rate (diff.) Without constant 8.834e-20 
Economic growth With constant 5.175e-06 

 

Figure A. 2: Iceland’s population age structure for the years 1945, 1975, 2005 and 2015 

 
(Source: Statistics Iceland, 2018) 
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Table A. 2: OLS estimation result for 1945-2015 – Dependent variable: current account/GDP 

 
1945-2015 

  (A) (B) 
Explanatory 
variables  Coef.   Coef.   
Youth dependency 0.1930  −0.1302  
(t-ratio) (1.33)  (-0.47)  
Elderly dependency 0.6435  −3.7415  
  (0.39)  (-1.03)  
Real exchange rate   −0.0009 * 
    (-1.71)  
First-difference of 
real exchange rate   0.0011 * 

    (1.92)  
Economic growth   −0.0568  
    (-0.38)  
Adjusted R-
squared 0.026   0.119   

F-statistic 1.495   1.917   

This table shows the coefficients for each explanatory variable and their t-ratios in brackets below. 
Model A includes only the dependency rates as explanatory variables. Model B includes further two 
endogenous variables; the real exchange rate and economic growth.  * p<0.10, ** p<0.5, *** p<0.01 

 


